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WELCOME TO THE 2017 NFL DRAFT

2017 NFL Draft

The Draft Can Change Everything for Your Team
The NFL Draft can alter not just the future, but the upcoming season for your
NFL team. It can set your team up to make a playoff run or replenish your
roster with youth for the next championship opportunity. No team benefitted
more from this in 2016 than the Dallas Cowboys. As the team drafted the
NFL’s leading rusher in Ezekiel Elliott and Offensive Rookie of the Year in
quarterback Dak Prescott. The Falcons are another team who remade their
defense in selecting starters Keanu Neal, Deion Jones and DeVondre Campbell.

Building The Draft Board
Last year I noted how building the board was more of a challenge because of the lack of an elite quarterbacking
prospect. What we eventually witnessed was that two quarterbacks were elevated during the process to the first
and second overall picks in 2016. Carson Wentz was certainly worth the investment at #2. The jury is still out on
Jared Goff at #1.

This time around there is not a prospect that would grade as well as Carson Wentz. Mitchell Trubisky, DeShone
Kizer and Deshaun Watson are all talented players but each will require time to make their adjustments to the
NFL game.

What we get in this draft is a talented group of pass rushers, tight ends and cornerbacks. Multiple teams will be
able to find starters throughout the top 100 selections in this draft.

What to Watch in This Draft:
 When will the run on quarterbacks begin? I do not have a top 10 graded quarterback in this draft, but that

doesn’t keep teams from selecting one with a top 10 pick. Once that happens, how quickly will other teams
react like frightened cattle and quickly select the next best available quarterback?

 When will Oklahoma running back Joe Mixon be selected? Clearly a
first round talent and one of the best players in this draft, Mixon’s
video taped incident in which he punched a fellow female student will
be difficult to ignore on draft night.

 How many pass rushers will get selected in Round 1? This will be the
deepest group of pass rushers that we’ve seen in nearly a decade.
There is a chance we see seven to eight in the top 32 picks.

Happy NFL Draft season to all of you NFL lovers out there! -los

By Los Medina



TOP 50 DRAFT BOARD

2017 NFL Draft

By Los Medina

1. Myles Garrett – DE – Texas A&M

2. Leonard Fournette – RB – LSU

3. Solomon Thomas – DL – Stanford

4. Jonathan Allen – DL – Alabama

5. Jamal Adams – S – LSU

6. Marshon Lattimore – CB – Ohio State

7. OJ Howard – TE – Alabama

8. Malik Hooker – FS – Ohio State

9. Reuben Foster – LB – Alabama

10. Haason Reddick – LB – Temple

11. Mitchell Trubisky – QB – UNC

12. Derek Barnett – DE – Tennessee

13. Joe Mixon – RB – Oklahoma

14. Forrest Lamp – G – Western Kentucky

15. Takkarist McKinley – DE – UCLA

16. Ryan Ramczyk – LT – Wisconsin

17. Mike Williams – WR – Clemson

18. Dalvin Cook – RB – Florida State

19. David Njoku – TE – Miami

20. Garrett Boles – LT – Utah

21. Tim Williams – OLB – Alabama

22. Chris Godwin – WR – Penn State

23. Corey Davis – WR – Western Michigan

24. Patrick Mahomes – QB – Texas Tech

25. Marlon Humphrey – CB – Alabama

26. John Ross – WR – Washington

27. Taco Charlton – DL – Michigan

28. Christian McCaffrey – RB – Stanford

29. DeShone Kizer – QB – Notre Dame

30. Fabian Moreau – CB – UCLA

31. Charles Harris – DE – Missouri

32. Malik McDowell – DL – Michigan State

33. Carl Lawson – LB/DE – Auburn

34. Budda Baker – S/CB – Washington

35. Zach Cunningham – LB – Vanderbilt

36. Teez Tabor – CB – Florida

37. Deshaun Watson – QB – Clemson

38. Evan Engram – TE – Ole Miss

39. Kevin King – CB – Washington

40. Caleb Brantley – DT – Florida

41. Jabril Peppers – S/LB – Michigan

42. Gareon Conley – CB – Ohio State

43. Jaard Davis – LB – Florida

44. Zay Jones – WR – East Carolina

45. Tre’Davious White – CB – LSU

46. TJ Watt – OLB – Wisconsin

47. Cooper Kupp – WR – Eastern Washington

48. Alvin Kamara – RB – Tennessee

49. Cam Robinson – G – Alabama

50. Sidney Jones – CB – Washington



QUARTERBACKS NFL DRAFT 2017
NFL Draft Top 50

BY LOS MEDINA

Mitchell Trubisky - North Carolina  6’2 222 - (11th overall ranking)

Pros: Looks the part. Solidly built quarterback who is also a good athlete. Dances around pass
rushers. A big problem for defenses once he gets a rhythm established. Started 18 of 20 in
Carolina’s upset win over FSU in 2016. Makes every throw needed with a mix of power and touch.
Diagnoses what the defense is attempting to do and takes advantage of it. Movement in the pocket
is not panicked, moves with the purpose to setup throws. Solid arm strength. Now owns most
single season passing records at North Carolina.

Cons: A one-year starter who worked almost entirely out of the shotgun. Limited experience in what he’ll be asked to do in the
NFL. Arm slot changes based on the throw he needs to make and can cause issues with accuracy down the field. Will lock onto
reads and fail to see coverage buzzing his intended receiver. Deep ball accuracy an issue despite clear arm talent. Will not be able
to create space in the NFL the way he did with his legs in college.

Patrick Mahomes - Texas Tech 6’2 225 - (24th overall ranking)

Pros: Gunslinger. Carries himself like he’s the best player on the field. Confident. Strongest arm
in this draft. Features a very quick release. Accurate when he gets to set his feet. Drives the ball
down the field. Can throw with velocity from various positions with his feet. Fits the ball into tight
windows. Has situational awareness of what’s going on around him. Knows when he can take a
free deep shot when the defense is offsides. Good enough athlete to run the option in Texas
Tech’s offense. Can escape the pocket when pressured and make strong throws to the sidelines.
Feels when his pocket is falling apart. A full three years of starting experience after getting the job
late in his freshman year.

Cons: Gunslinger, which can lead to problems. Played exclusively from the shotgun in a spread passing system. Will get himself
into trouble trying to keep a play alive. Have to factor Tech’s defensive issues into his “must keep scoring” mentality. Can he be
more relaxed and dependable in an NFL offense? Will attempt to make impossible throws from impossible body positions.
Basically, all the things that people loved and were driven crazy when watching Brett Favre.

DeShone Kizer - Notre Dame 6’4 230 - (29th overall ranking)

Pros: Big athlete who threw from the pocket and was capable in college of out-running defenders.
Played from a moving pocket as his arm strength allowed him to attack the defense while on the
move. Moves through his progression to find the open receiver, though this was more evident in
2015. Throws with power outside the numbers and up the field. Big arm. Size made him a run/pass
option near the goal line.

Cons: Not the fastest release, has to load up on each throw. Lacks touch around the line of
scrimmage. Holds the ball waiting for a play to become available until he is sacked. Tends to throw the ball back inside when he’s
flushed to his right. Averaged nearly an interception per start. 2016 film compared to 2015 shows a regression in decision making.
Benched against Stanford in 2016 after a dreadful start to the game. First three passes were easy completions but were air mailed.



QUARTERBACKS NFL DRAFT 2017
NFL Draft Top 50

BY LOS MEDINA

DeShaun Watson - Clemson 6’2 220 - (37th overall ranking)

Pros: Winner, leader, champion. Willing to give up his body for his team. Stands in the pocket and
takes punishment when the play requires it. Very good athlete for the position. Has just okay arm
strength, good feel for throwing the fade and fade-stop down the field. Authored two monster
offensive performances against Alabama in championship games. Two-time Heisman finalist,
accustom to the pressure of being the face of a program. Single parent background.

Cons: Inconsistent mechanics throwing from the pocket. Ball will come out wildly on slants and shorter patterns. Not an affective
passer inside the hash marks. Does not always drive the ball outside the numbers. Tends to lock on to one target with his eyes
before leaving the pocket. Will occasionally use his eyes to hold the safety before throwing the predetermined deep pass. Worked
exclusively out of the shotgun for his college career.



RUNNING BACKS NFL DRAFT 2017
NFL Draft Top 50

BY LOS MEDINA

Leonard Fournette - LSU 6’0 240 - (2nd overall ranking)

Pros: A rare combination of size, power and breakaway speed. A top three player in terms of pure
talent in this draft. Can score from anywhere on the field in the running game. Can be a 25 carry
hammer or homerun hitter. Takes away tackling angles from defenders with his speed. Takes more
than just a shoulder to bring him down once he gets going. Features a brutal stiff arm that wards off
defenders. Willing blocker in the passing game. Caught 41 passes during his three year career at LSU
as he was not often asked to work out of the backfield in the passing game. Vision and balance are
excellent.

Cons: Foot and ankle injuries dogged his junior season. Not an aggressive pass blocker, looks to catch the oncoming defender
rather than attacking them. Needs to run with more patience at the NFL level so as to setup his blockers. Was a “get-it-and-go”
runner at LSU. Limited as a route runner out of the backfield. Must avoid some of the hits he’s taken against better competition.

Joe Mixon - UCLA 6’0 228 - (13th overall ranking)

Pros: A big, fast and powerful runner. Able to make defenders miss in the hole and explode up the field.
Has the speed to get to and turn the corner. Will let the play develop before attacking the hole and
reaching the 2nd and 3rd levels of the defense. Had 10 runs of 30 yards or more in 2016. Makes himself
available in the passing game. Can beat linebackers in space in the passing game and catches the ball
with his hands as opposed to letting it get into his body.

Cons: The most controversial player in the 2017 NFL Draft due to off field incident in which he punched
a female student in 2014. Despite first round talent, Mixon will have to deal with the reaction from the community that decides to
give him a chance as a draft pick or as an undrafted free agent. Meetings with teams during the draft process will determine where
he is selected. Psychological evaluations will be key.

Dalvin Cook - Florida State 5’10 210 - (18th overall ranking)

Pros: A gliding runner who is tough to bring down in the open field. Sets up defenders in the open field
while running at full speed. Good balance, looks to finish runs. Off-tackle runs are his bread and butter.
Can attack the defense out of the backfield as a receiver running wheel routes and lined up wide as a
receiver against linebackers.

Cons: Lack of size and power limits his ability between the tackles. Looks like an average player when
asked to pound the football inside against the defense. Questionable hands out of the backfield and has had an issue with fumbles.
Has trouble in pass protection. Does not look to take on pass rushers. Did not test well at the NFL Combine in terms of speed and
agility.
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Christian McCaffrey - Stanford 5’11 200 - (28th overall ranking)

Pros: Versatile weapon who needs 15-20 touches a game. Productive as a runner, receiver and
special teams player. Recorded over 3,600 rushing yards over his final two years at Stanford and
caught 82 passes over that time. Kick and punt returner as well. Patient runner who excels running off
-tackle and has a good feel for where to find space. Causes problems for defenses out of the
backfield as a receiver. Can line up wide and beat cornerbacks with his route running. A very good
athlete. Speed and quickness tested well at the NFL Combine.

Cons: Will not be an every down back at the NFL level. Simply doesn’t have the size to take the abuse. Does not have a lot of
power when he is contacted near the line of scrimmage. Glides, and is shifty in movements but is going down once a bigger player
gets a hold of him. Zone runner who may not have the explosion that some teams would want in the scheme. Not much of a
blocker in the passing game. Poor technique in taking on pass rushers.

Alvin Kamara - Tennessee 5’10 214 - (48th overall ranking)

Pros: A patient runner who plants his foot in the ground and explodes once he feels the hole. Glides
on the field and displays the strength to fight through tackles while maintaining his balance. Took over
as the every down back midway through the 2016 season and showed the ability to carry the ground
game and be a factor as a pass catcher out of the backfield. Capable of lining up in the slot, good
hands as a receiver. Special teams capable as a punt returner. Fought through a lingering knee injury
late in the season.

Cons: Lingering injuries to his legs a concern. Would like to see more versatility in his running style. Leaves yards on the field by
running straight into defensive backs once he is past the linebackers. Needs more patience, may come with the experience of
carrying the ball regularly. Never went over 20 carries during his two years at Tennessee.
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Mike Williams - Clemson 6’4 200 - (17th overall ranking)

Pros: Big bodied receiver who presents a huge catching radius. Easily finds and adjusts to the
football in the air. Hands catcher, secures the football and prepares to take the hit from oncoming
defenders. One of those receivers who is still open when he’s covered because of his ability to go up
and get the ball. Walls-off opposing players when he works inside the numbers. Difficult to deal with
him once he gets you on his back.

Cons: Deep speed is the big question. Displays speed at times when he catches slants. Takes time
to get going, not a quick accelarated. Will have to get better at dealing with physical play at the line of scrimage. Was not asked to
be much of a factor blocking in the run game with the exception of QB read-option plays. Came back from an ugly neck injury in
2015.

Chris Godwin - Penn State 6’1 210 - (22nd overall ranking)

Pros: One of the most fascinating players in the 2017 NFL Draft. A receiver who just makes plays.
Can work inside the hash marks and move the chains on third down or beat the defense vertically.
Has the size and aggression to challenge the defense. Recorded a 4.42 forty time at the NFL
Combine despite being a player who doesn’t appear that fast on tape. Works to get open for his
quarterback. Can turn a broken play into something big with his ability to find space or create space.
His Rose Bowl performance against Southern Cal displayed everything you want in an NFL
receiver. Shows up in big games.

Cons: Does not play as fast as his forty time suggests. Doesn’t consistently create the seperation you would expect despite
making plays. Loses focus at times on the easy catches and will drop one on you here and there. Not afraid of contact, but must
become a better blocker.

Corey Davis - Western Michigan 6’3 210 - (23rd overall ranking)

Pros: Uses every snap to setup the defender for his next opportunity. Has the speed to get behind
defenders, but can corkscrew a cornerback into the ground with his route running when he focuses
on it. Doesn’t look as big on tape because he’s so fluid and quick. Legitimate size and ability to go up
and high-point the football. Ran routes from outside and as a slot receiver. Causes problems in the
secondary once he has the football in his hands. Very productive college career as a four-year
starter. Showed up against Michigan State in 2015.

Cons: Not as a productive working from the slot. Doesn’t display the same burst off the line of scrimmage or cause the same
havoc as he does on the outside. Doesn’t have the catch radius of a bigger player as balls outside his comfort zone end up
dropped. Mostly ran-off defenders instead of blocking them in the run game.
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John Ross - Washington 5’11 185 - (26th overall rating)

Pros: Fastest man in NFL combine history. Speed shows up on tape as Ross consistently gets
behind the defense. Corners have to give him a cushion on every snap. Catches the football with his
hands rather than his body so as not to lose any speed. Runs routes as both an outside and slot
receiver. Zone buster who opens up opportunities for other players due to the respect he gets. Will
mix it up in the run game as a run blocker. Returned kickoffs for Washington.

Cons: Can be overpowered at the line of scrimmage if the cornerback can get their hands on him.
Not going to win many balls in the air by high-pointing them. Does not have much success in winning contested catches. Rounds-
off his routes at times relying on his speed to keep the defender from attacking his route. Microfracture knee surgery in his past.

Zay Jones - East Carolina 6’2 200 - (44th overall ranking)

Pros: Became the all-time leader in receptions in FBS after catching a ridiculous 158 passes in
2016. Catches the ball away from his body without breaking stride on slant and inside routes. Can go
up and get the football away from defenders. Works as an outside receiver and as a slot receiver.
Father played linebacker in the NFL and brother played football at the University of Arizona.

Cons: Less than five catches in 2016 came +25 yards downfield. Legitimate questions about his
downfield speed despite testing well at the NFL Combine. Offense moved predominatly from side-to-
side rather than attacking down the field. Did not have to deal very often with press coverage. Could be forced off his route if
cornerbacks decided to press him. Better teams were able to catch him from behind on crossing routes as it takes him time to
reach max speed.

Cooper Kupp - Western Michigan 6’2 205 - (47th overall ranking)

Pros: Quality hands catcher that has the size to protect defensive backs from the football and then
run away from them in the open field. Runs routes as a traditional wide receiver and from the slot.
Mostly lines up as a big slot receiver. Runs his routes at a variety of speeds as he works against a lot
of zone coverage. Makes sure that he doesn’t run too quickly into coverage. Will go up and pluck the
football out of the air and take the hit from opposing defensive backs. Ultra-productive.

Cons: Not much experience as an outside receiver. His agility doesn’t fit the shifty role that many NFL
offenses are employing when it comes to slot receivers. Needs to sharpen up his routes so as not to slow down in and out of his
breaks. Could have problems creating seperation at the NFL level.



NEED A TIGHT END?

2017 NFL Draft @sean_nerny

One year ago, we were heading into an NFL draft that was lacking talent in one key offensive position – tight
end. As a result, only one tight end was taken in the first two rounds, when San Diego selected Hunter Henry
with the 35th overall pick. Although the total tally of tight ends taken in the draft reached eleven, the star power of
multiple early round prospects was just not there. Fast forward to present day, where things could not be more
different heading into the 2017 draft.

The 2017 NFL draft has the potential to supply at least a handful of teams
with future starters at tight end for years to come

Even more impressive than the large number of quality players is the variety of ways you can showcase each of
these guys. While 2016 produced no first round tight ends, this year some analysts have predicted up to three
first rounders. The first player off the board is without a doubt Alabama’s OJ Howard, who has elite size (6’6
250lbs) and runs a 4.5 forty. Howard was not utilized in the Bama offense as much as NFL scouts would have
liked, but when he did get the ball in his hands there was no doubt who the best athlete on the field was.

There are still many different opinions as to which direction the next team
to draft a tight end will go after Howard is off the board

The most “ready to play” prospect is Evan Engram out of Ole Miss. The Rebels lined Engram up all over the
field, and with 4.4 speed, there were not many guys on the field able to stay with him in coverage. While the
speed is there, Engram only weighs in at 230 pounds and may not be the guy you want in there on short
yardage run plays.  Another potential first round tight end is Miami’s David Njoku, who appears ready to become
the next in a long line of Hurricane tight ends to thrive in the NFL. Njoku is a more prototypical “3 down player”,
who has the size to hold up in the run game. This athletic
freak is still learning the position and may need to ease into
an NFL offense, but there is no denying the potential for
greatness in David Njoku.

A few potential 2nd to 3rd round players include Michigan’s
Jake Butt, Virginia Tech’s Bucky Hodges, and Gerald
Everett out of South Alabama. Jake Butt was rated as one
of the top tight ends going into 2016 before tearing his ACL,
and Hodges has more production in college over all his
counter parts. The last name I will throw out as an early
round tight end is Clemson’s Jordan Leggett. While both feature great size and big time production, scouts
question whether Leggett has the motor to contribute as a run blocker.

While it appears the football gods had decided to deprive NFL GMs of tight end talent in 2016, it sure seems like
they are making up for it this year.

By Sean Nerny



TIGHT ENDS NFL DRAFT 2017
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OJ Howard - Alabama 6’6 250 - (7th overall ranking)

Pros: Lines up as an in-line tight end, H-back, and slot receiver. Hands catcher who shows fluidity in
his pass routes and can use his speed in the open field. Big, and plays big on film. Capable of making
catches even when the ball is thrown low and away from his body. Positional blocker who looks to wall-
off the defender in the run game.

Cons: Not an aggressive blocker. Certainly fits the role of a modern NFL tight end who catches passes
but isn’t a huge factor in the run game. Disappeared at times during the course of his career despite his
immense talent. Explosive plays made too infrequently despite coming through in the 2015 season title game vs. Clemson.

David Njoku - Alabama 6’4 245 - (19th overall ranking)

Pros: Athletic tight end that has lined up all over the field. Fast enough to attack the seams of the
defense and make plays once his hands are on the ball. Long arms, can go get the football on smaller
defenders. Very difficult for defenders to deal with his speed when his route takes him across the
field. Too fast for linebackers and safeties. Attempts to make blocks by winning with the position of his
body rather than his power.

Cons: Not much of a blocker in the run game. Also has trouble when he attempts to sell his block in the
play action passing game. Got run over multiple times by defensive ends in short yardage situations. Must get stronger. Will need
time to get better at the little things of playing tight end as he lacks playing experience.

Evan Engram - Ole Miss 6’3 235 - (38th overall ranking)

Pros: A big wide receiver who has been playing tight end. Does not play as an in-line tight end. Will
occasionally line up on the wing, but spends most of the time in the slot or working out of the
backfield as an H-back. Fast. Too difficult of a matchup for linebackers if the defense chooses to
keep traditional personnel on the field against him.

Cons: Not a tight end at all in the traditional sense. Has to learn how to run routes and find spots in
zones if he’s going to be a slot player in the NFL. Does not wall-off defenders when setting up to catch the football as tight ends get
used to doing. Comical blocking at times. His athleticism will not be enough at the next level until his route running improves. Will
have to depend on defensive mismatches in order to make plays early on.
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Forrest Lamp - G - Western Kentucky 6’5 315 - (14th overall ranking)

Pros: Played left tackle at Western Kentucky but projects as a guard in the NFL. Tested very well
at the scouting combine. Very good feet, mirrors defenders in the passing game. Adjusts quickly
to counter moves from edge rushers. Handles speed to his outside shoulder, bull rushes and
attempts to attack him inside. Capable of making the initial block in the run game and quickly
working to the second level. More than held his own against the Alabama defense in 2016.

Cons: Can play at tackle in a pinch, but lack of arm length projects him as a guard. Will have to continue to get stronger to play
inside against bigger defenders. Upper body strength development needed at the next level as bigger defenders were able to work
him into the backfield.

Ryan Ramczyk - LT - Wisconsin 6’6 310 - (16th overall ranking)

Pros: Anchors in and is tough to move once he establishes position with his hands on the pass
rusher. Reaches the second level in running game to pick off linebackers. Mirrors the pass
rusher and can win by swallowing them up with his size. Consistently keeps his hands inside and
attacks the chest of the defender. Keeps his head up and indentifies tackle/end stunt games.

Cons: Skips into his pass blocking setup rather than using a solid kick step. Suspectible to speed rushers to his outside shoulder.
Gives up the inside pass rush with spin moves, has trouble quickly adjusting to the pass rush counter. Gets his head over his feet
by lunging at the pass rusher. Does not deliver a punch that would stymie the oncoming defender. Surgery on hip will keep him
from participating in pre-draft workouts.

Garrett Bolles - LT - Utah 6’5 295 - (20th overall ranking)

Pros: Height for the position. Quick feet, better than any other tackle in this draft. Can quickly get
into his setup and anchor in against opposing pass rushers. Rushers who challenge his outside
shoulder are mirrored with his kick step and setup. Can attack the linebackers when the scheme
asks for him to do so. Has the power to wash inside defenders to the ground. Walls off opposing
defensive linemen on inside run plays. Capable of pulling and locating backside defenders on
toss plays.

Cons: Shorter arms for the position. Suspectible to the bull rush from power players. Would benefit from getting stronger. Drops his
head when blocking second level defenders and loses sight of them. An older player in this draft at 24 years old. Concerns about
limited ceiling from where his ability currently stands. Has a past from high school in which he referred to himself as “lost” while
attending five schools. Spent time in jail.
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Cam Robinson - G - Alabama 6’6 320 - (43rd overall ranking)

Pros: Mauler, engulfs his opponent with his size. Can deliver a very strong punch once he has
established his base. Does a solid job of setting up in pass protection despite not having the
quickest feet. Has enough quickness to get to the second level of the defense and attack
linebackers.

Cons: Plays like his head weighs a ton. Loses balance once he gets over his toes in both pass
protection and run blocking. Falls forward when he wiffs with his punch. Does not look to continue
the block by driving the opponent off the ball. Doesn’t have trouble reaching the second level of the defense, troubles begin when
he takes poor blocking angles and doesn’t get a hand on his assignment.
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QB HUNTERS 2017

2017 NFL Draft

This Draft is Loaded with Pass Rushers
The 2017 NFL Draft will prove to be the strongest draft in the decade
when it comes to delivering pass rushers into the league. Teams from
the Browns picking first overall all the way to the Saints at #32 will
have options on the board. As many as seven first round picks will be
used on college players who can get after quarterbacks. What makes
this draft unique is that these pass rushers come in all shapes and
sizes and also have college production to back their reputations for
sacking quarterbacks.

Production in All Shapes & Sizes
Texas A&M defensive end Myles Garrett represents the prototype defensive end in this draft who is also an
athletic freak. At 6’5 270lbs, Garrett has tested off the charts during this evaluation process to go along with his
32.5 sacks in three years as an Aggie. But he’s not the only defensive end with ideal size and ability. Alabama’s
Jonathan Allen and Stanford’s Solomon Thomas are both large defensive ends with the ability to kick inside and
rush the passer from the defensive tackle position. The real depth in this draft begins with players like
Tennessee’s Derek Barnett and UCLA’s Takkarist McKinley. Barnett is the technician of the draft in terms of
pass rush despite not testing well from a speed and explosion standpoint. McKinley has one year of production
but proved in his junior season that his overwhelming athletic ability can result in a lot of sacks.

Here are the 2016 sack totals for this year’s crop of pass rushers. Take note of their ability to record quality sack
numbers in the shorter college season:

 Myles Garrett - 8.5 sacks

 Jonathan Allen - 10.5 sacks

 Solomon Thomas - 8.5 sacks

 Derek Barnett - 13.0 sacks

 Takkarist McKinley - 10.0 sacks

 Taco Charlton - 10.0 sacks

 Carl Lawson - 9.5 sacks

 Tim Williams - 9.0 sacks

By Los Medina
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Myles Garrett - Texas A&M 6’5 270 - (1st overall ranking)

Pros: Has the prototypical size for the position. Rushes from the defensive end position and will
occasionally rush from a two point stance as an outside linebacker. First step quickness that allows
him to challenge the blocker on the snap. Capable of attacking the outside shoulder of the offensive
tackle and spinning back inside to pursue the quarterback. Athletic enough to use shoulder fakes and
change the direction of his pass rush. Will look to bull rush when he doesn’t get a jump on the snap
count and can out-leverage his opponent. Difficult to move him once he sinks his hips. Sheds
blockers in the run game using his strength to toss them aside. Ultra-productive, recorded 32.5 sacks
over his three year college career.

Cons: Does “pace” himself over the course of a game, going less than 100% on various plays. Looks to cause problems in the run
game with immediate penetration but does not always look to finish the play by chasing it down from behind. Drops his head and
lowers his eyes once his initial pass rush is defeated, does not see the play. Seems to get tired quickly, had to take regular breaks
and did not approach playing 80% of the snaps in Aggies defense during his time on the team. Will throttle back when the
quarterback flows away from him.

Solomon Thomas - Stanford 6’3 275 - (3rd overall ranking)

Pros: Has the quickness to shoot gaps and make plays in the backfield. Bull-strong once he’s
moving forward. Makes him very difficult to play against as Thomas has next level speed and power
off the ball. Played as both an interior and edge pass rusher in Stanford’s scheme. Flashes strong
hands that create space for him. Works himself off of opposing linemen who get a hold of him.

Cons: What is his position in the NFL? Does not have the prototype size for interior line play in the
league or as an every down edge rusher. How much bigger will he get if a team drafts him to play as
a 3-technique defensive tackle? Thomas will require a creative defensive coordinator to take advantage of his unique traits.

Jonathan Allen - Alabama 6’3 285 - (4th overall ranking)

Pros: Powerfully built player who lined up as both an end and tackle in Alabama’s defensive
front. Physically overpowers his opponents and is constantly moving forward. Very difficult to stop
his momentum. Displays quality hands as a pass rusher as he’s able to keep the offensive
lineman from getting a hold of him. Sheds linemen in the run game to make tackles. Quick enough
to shoot the gaps and disrupt play in the backfield. Reads his keys and feels the offensive play as
it develops around him. Productive as a pass rusher.

Cons: Not the prototypical size for a 4-3 defensive end from a length perspective. Would need to
get heavier to be an every down player inside. Tough to stop when he gets moving, but doesn’t change direction very
quickly. Athletic quarterbacks were able to move clear of his pass rush. Always difficult to get a feel for Alabama players as there is
so many talented players around them.
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Derek Barnett - Tennessee 6’3 265 - (12th overall ranking)

Pros: A strong pass rusher off the edge who can “get skinny” and sack opposing quarterbacks.
Rushes from a traditional defensive end spot but can play from a two point stance. Features a
stutter-step that creates space for his pass rush on opposing tackles and guards. Perhaps the best
pass rusher in this draft when it comes to using his hands as a rusher. Displays a rip and swim
move as he closes on the opposing lineman. Athletic enough to drop into zone coverage when
called upon to do so. The most productive pass rusher at Tennessee from a sacks perspective
since the great Reggie White.

Cons: Not the ideal size for an NFL defensive end. Squatty, short-arm body. Does not have the length teams typically look for out
of 4-3 defensive ends.  Has trouble shedding blocks in the running game against bigger offensive linemen. Does not have the hips
or feet to quickly change direction when challenged to. Does have problems with quarterbacks who change their position in the
pocket with movement.

Takkarist McKinley - UCLA 6’2 265 - (15th overall ranking)

Pros: Explosive first step, speed allows him to quickly play on the offensive side of the line of
scrimmage. Continually works his way up the field. Capable of bull rushing his opponent into the
quarterback. Has the agility to quickly get his feet back under him and change direction. If cut
blocked, quickly gets back into the play. Experienced in rushing from the left and right side. Works
down the line of scrimmage as a factor in run defense.

Cons: Looks raw as a pass rusher when you see him against better competition. Does not feature
a refined countermove when his speed off the edge is defeated. Does not have an answer for the offensive lineman who gets their
hands on him. Will get his pad level too high when attempting to run the arc. Makes him an easy target for offensive lineman to
wash him out of the play. Needs to get stronger. Has already had shoulder surgery and will miss several months.

Tim Williams - Alabama 6’3 245 - (21st overall ranking)

Pros: A long athlete with a good first step off the edge. Speed to run the arc or run a quarterback
down from behind. Uses his hands to defeat the tackles initial punch.  Has the wiggle to sell an
outside rush and then duck inside to get the quarterback. Uses his long arms to keep the tackle
from getting into his chest. Plays with his hand on the ground and as a standup outside linebacker.
19.5 sacks over final two seasons.

Cons: Teams look to use Williams’ aggressiveness against him and it works. Does not have the
build of a conventional pass rusher in that he is slender. Does not demonstrate the strength to be an every down edge player.
Looks tight-hipped when he’s asked to get into pass defense and play his zone. Red flags everywhere in terms of maturity.
Reports of multiple failed drug tests during his time at Alabama. Comparisons to Cowboy defensive end Randy Gregory have been
made by NFL scouts.
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Taco Charlton - Michigan 6’6 270 - (27th overall ranking)

Pros: Has pro-level size. Looks the part of a 4-3 defensive end in the NFL. Has the type of length to
make a play even when he’s blocked.  Will line up as a traditional defensive end and can kick inside
to rush as a defensive tackle. Can fold up the offensive tackle using his size and strength. Looks to
shoot the inside gap as a pass rusher. Uses a spin move to avoid being washed out of the pass
rush.

Cons: Not a lot of change-of-direction in his game.  Will not often run the play down from behind.
Was only a one-year starter at Michigan and will disappear in games despite a mostly consistent
effort. Doesn’t have the speed off the edge you look for in edge rushers. Looks to be a 3-4 defensive end. Perhaps can play inside
in a 4-3 front.

Charles Harris - Missouri 6’3 255 - (31st overall ranking)

Pros: Wins off the line of scrimmage with his quickness. Explodes out of his stance, causing
problems for his opponent with his length. Looks like a long athlete on tape. Will quickly sink his
hips and bull rush the offensive lineman if his speed doesn’t win on the snap. Good feet, should
allow him to develop various countermoves. A versatile athlete who played basketball in high
school.

Cons: Not a very sudden athlete as the game wears on. Limited amount of pass rush moves.
Doesn’t use his hands to free himself from his opponent or to deliver a punch to gain an
advantage. Bigger players swallow him up. Has trouble getting off of blocks once he’s been engaged. Production fell from his
outstanding 2015 season. Scheme change did not help Harris.

Carl Lawson - Auburn 6’2 255 - (33rd overall ranking)

Pros: Pass rusher who can threaten the outside of the opposing tackle with his quick first step off the line of scrimmage. Bursts off
the line at his opponent. Lined up as both a defensive end and standup outside linebacker.
Occasionally moves inside to rush. Moved around in the Auburn scheme lining up on both the left
and right side. Worked to string plays out with his strength and lateral movement in the run game.

Cons: Career at Auburn features one injury after another until his final season. Does not have the
prototype size and length for an NFL defensive end. May only be a standup outside linebacker in
the league. Can be swallowed up by bigger opposing offensive linemen. Must win off the line of
scrimmage with his speed, does not feature a countermove if his speed is defeated. Can be
washed out of the play after getting too wide with his pass rush.
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Malik McDowell - Michigan State 6’6 295 - (32nd overall ranking )

Pros: Violent off the snap of the football. Long and athletic. Plays as both a defensive tackle and end
in Michigan State’s 4-3 scheme. A load to handle once he is moving forward. Shows quickness off
the snap of the football. Stonewalls offensive linemen and then sheds them to make plays in the
running game. Has all of the ability to be a force at the next level.

Cons: Inconsistent technique from position to position. Plays all over the defensive line, but gets
sloppier in his play as the game moves on. Offensive linemen easily move him out of position in the run game as McDowell gets
caught doing things that don’t make sense. A spin move on first and 10 against a two-back formation vs. Wisconsin would be an
example of this. Maturity and effort issues have been flagged.

Caleb Brantley - Florida 6’5 305 - (40th overall ranking)

Pros: Can attack the offensive backfield with his quickness. Capable of shooting gaps and causing
problems for the quarterback and running back. Fires a considerable punch into the opposing
lineman on the snap of the football. Keeps contact with his man before working down the line and
shedding him to make the tackle. Strong, requires two players to move him off of his spot once he’s
established his base there.

Cons: Features a variety of counter moves but they tend to not result in much. Uses a spin move to the inside but he does this
without establishing his speed to the outside. Uses a rip move to keep the hands of the offensive lineman off of him but doesn’t
contine attacking with a corresponding swim move to free himself. Has the basic tools, but needs time to build off his gap-
penetrating quickness. Guesses a ton on the snap count rather than trusting his technique and tools.
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Rueben Foster - Alabama 6’3 230 - (9th overall ranking)

Pros: A run-and-hit inside linebacker who brings power when he squares up his target. Diagnoses
the play in front of him before firing off to fill the hole. Works his way down the line of scrimmage and
through traffic to get to the ball carrier.  Looks like a different player from 2015 to 2016 as he has
slimmed down and is much more effective in running sideline to sideline. Aware of backs working
routes against him as well as his responsibilities in zone coverage.

Cons: Takes his time figuring out where the play is going and when to attack. Sometimes loses opportunities to make tackles for
loss doing so. Not a classic tackle machine at inside linebacker. Does not conistently wrap up and drive opponents into the ground
with his legs. Would like to see him make more plays on the ball in the passing game or take away more throws to consider him a
sure thing as a three down linebacker at the NFL level.

Haason Reddick - Temple 6’1 235 - (10th overall ranking)

Pros: Lines up in multiple front seven positions across the defensive front. Plays as an outside pass
rusher and can move inside to linebacker in some situations. Does a solid job of spying athletic
quarterbacks and containing them. Explosive speed for the position, including a first step that allows
him to beat opposing tackles. Can shoot gaps in the running game and wreck a play. Continues to
fight off of blocks and chase the play.

Cons: Lacks size and bulk to be a consistent edge pass rusher. Will have to play a linebacker
position and blitz off the edge on 3rd downs. Bigger players will maul him once they get their hands on him. If his speed doesn’t
initially win the play, currently doesn’t have a counter. Has not shown the ability to bull rush an opponent, perhaps due to his size.
Will require a defensive coordinator who is willing to move him around to hide his weaknesses and take advantage of his pass rush
ability.

Zach Cunningham - Vanderbilt 6’3 235 - (35th overall ranking)

Pros: Taller than the prototypical inside linebacker yet still moves like a small athlete. A tackling
machine in the SEC. Led the conference in tackles in 2016. Excels in tackles for loss over 2015 &
2016. Constantly moving forward and attacking plays in front of him. Long reach to knock down
passes or wrap up ball carriers. Played as a nickel linebacker in passing situations for Vanderbilt.

Cons: Slender build for an inside linebacker. Has trouble keeping his balance when there is “trash”
around his feet. Does not look to consistently drive ball carriers into the ground. More of a wrap up
and drag to the ground style of tackler. Hits opposing players any way he can even if he ends up out of position to make the tackle.
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Jarrad Davis - Florida 6’2 223 - (49th overall ranking)

Pros: Has the speed and acceleration to cover all over the field. Delivers a powerful blow to opposing
ball carriers. Works down the line of scrimmage and quickly bursts to make the tackle. Can get his
hands on passes when playing zone coverage. Aware of crossing routes and where he is on the field.
Solid wrap up tackler who brings the play to an end once he arrives.

Cons: Significantly better playing sideline-to-sideline than running down hill. Will miss tackles at him
when the offense chooses to run between the tackles. Will take on blockers but lose containment in his gap. Has the athletic ability
to get to the ball carrier but often looks to take on unnecessary punishment before getting there.
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Marshon Lattimore - Ohio State 6’0 195 - (6th overall ranking)

Pros: A bail-and-chase cornerback who uses his speed to stick to opposing receivers. Uses a quick
punch to disrupt the receiver on his route. Very good feet and hips. Explosive movements once he
diagnoses the play. Capable of going up and challenging the receiver at the football’s highest point.

Cons: Like many of the talented players at Ohio State, has limited starting experience after having to
wait his turn. Will need time to develop as his college competition did not consistently challenge him.
Played a limited amount of coverages in the Buckeyes defense.

Marlon Humphrey - Alabama 6’1 195 - (25th overall rating)

Pros: One of the corners in this draft with prototype size and speed for the position. Attacks receivers
and running backs with his physicality – as expected from the Alabama defense. Looks to intimidate
his opponent with his tenacity. Finishes plays, certainly playing to the echo of the whistle. Attacks the
football in the run game, does not wait to be blocked or stay on blocks for long.

Cons: Depends too much on his physical tools rather than trusting his technique in coverage. Will
lose receivers down the field by taking a false step. Seems to lose his balance late in plays down the
field.  Has trouble locating the football once he’s been beaten. Allowed nearly 20 yards per completion in 2016.

Fabian Moreau - UCLA 6’0 205 - (30th overall ranking)

Pros: Has the size of a big corner after previously being a running back. Gets his hands on receivers
to force them off their routes. Attacks the football in zone coverage. Uses his strength to take away
what the receiver wants to do. Has the speed to run down players from behind.

Cons: Still needs developmental time. Slow to recognize what is going on in front of him. Seems to
be consistently reaching for the receiver at the top of the route. Recorded a considerable amount of
pass interference and defensive holding penalities when you watch him on tape.

Teez Tabor - Florida 6’0 193 - (36th overall ranking)

Pros: A big corner who challenges receivers in the air with his size and strength. Best corner in the draft
with the ball in the air. Capable of mirroring receivers off the line of scrimmage as they get into their
routes. Attacks whoever enters into his zone. Seemingly getting his hands on the football constantly.
Credited with 28 passes defensed since 2015.

Cons: Does not have the deep speed to deal with speed receivers down the field. Not a very good tackler. Does not seem to want
to mix it up when play gets rougher. Has had a history of making immature decisions that have led to suspension from the team.
Drug test failure and a public dispute with a teammate have been reported.
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Kevin King - Washington 6’3 200 - (39th overall ranking)

Pros: A tall cornerback. Measures 6’3 and is long and slender. Takes advantage of his size advantage
by using the sideline and his long arms to take away throwing windows. Not the type of cornerback who
gets beat by a receiver going up and getting the football on him. Teams have had little success
throwing against him as a corner, slot corner, or safety.  Has played each position in the past.

Cons: Concerns over acceleration when he misses the jam in press coverage. Shifty and quick
receivers would be a concern. Not big enough or physical enough to play safety regularly if he doesn’t succeed as a cornerback.
Forty time during testing was better than expected.

Gareon Conley - Ohio State 6’0 195 - (42nd overall ranking)

Pros: A corner with prototype size who can play on the outside or move inside into the slot. Speed to
undercut routes to the sideline. Uses his size and technique to reduce the amount of space available
for quarterbacks to throw the ball to. Will use the sideline and his size to his advantage. Mirrors the
receiver with his feet and speed and does a good job of attacking the ball in the air rather than the
receiver. Does not often put his hands on receivers down the field.

Cons: Teams that run a variety of routes at him can beat him. Clemson game in the playoffs highlighted this as Conley gave away
the inside and allowed easy slant completions. Does not look to attack ball carriers. Needs work in tackling and taking better angles
to the football. If the receiver gets his hands on him in the run game, he typically stays blocked.

Tre’Davious White - LSU 5’11 192 - (45th overall ranking)

Pros: Lined up a ton in press in LSU’s defensive scheme but does not often make contact with the
opposing receiver. Elects to mirror the receiver and his route using his athletic ability. Attacks the
football with quickness once he figures out the route. Much more comfortable playing closer to the line of
scrimmage. Has played as a slot corner as his start-and-stop ability allows him to quickly close space
with receivers.

Cons: Will sit at times on vertical routes and have the receiver run right by him. Does not look to mix it up in the running game as
he avoids delivering hits when the opportunity presents itself. The further away from the line of scrimmage he plays, the more his
technique breaks down. Gives away the inside leverage. More athletic receivers take slants and run away from him.
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Sidney Jones - Washington 6’0 185 - (50th overall ranking)

Pros: Lines up as both a press and off-corner. Attacks receivers at the line of scrimmage with his
hands. Vicious with his initial punch. Capable of making up for his mistakes with his speed and
quickness. Changes direction quickly from his backpedal. Constantly playing the route ahead off the
receiver. Anticipates where the ball is going and attacks that spot on the field. Becomes a technician on
downfield throws as he reads the receivers eyes and looks to attack their hands.

Cons: **(Suffered an Achillies injury during Pro Day workout that will require a considerable surgery and rehab time)**

Will miss receivers with his jam from time to time. Gives away the inside of the field when he loses his balance at the line of
scrimmage. Has been pushed around by bigger talented receivers. Looks slender and small on film despite being a solid height.
Does not look like a player who’s going to carry more weight as his career progresses.
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Jamal Adams - LSU 6’0 215 - (5th overall ranking)

Pros: Consistently covers a lot of ground in both the run and passing game. Does not have a
problem with contact. Built like an ideal hitter at safety. Lined up all over the field. Played both as a
deep safety and as a box defender for opposing running games. Will move into the slot at times and
play man coverage. Has the ability to secure the interception with his hands.

Cons: Overruns his target at times looking to take the kill shot. Can be taken advantage of downfield
as he does not have “deep” speed. Doesn’t quite get to the sidelines when he has deep coverage responsibilities. Will take weird
angles to plays on the opposite side of the field from him as if he’s given up on the play. Odd to see from a player who’s been a
leader on the field and plays hard on film.

Malik Hooker - Ohio State 6’1 205 - (8th overall ranking)

Pros: Played as both a single-high and cover two safety in Ohio State’s scheme. Has the size to
go up and make plays on the football. Can reach either sideline on deep passes. Does a good job
of locating the ball and attacking. Pays attention to crossing receivers as has the agility to attack
their routes. Moves well despite being a bigger safety.

Cons: Still raw as a player who red shirted at Ohio State with limited football experience. Learned
the game while on campus. Sometimes takes some poor angles to the football in both the run and passing game. Does not always
look to lay hits on opposing runners. Wraps up runners who he attacks in the backfield, but tends to only deliver shoulder tackles in
the open field. Needs to work on turning and running with receivers rather than reaching out to stop their routes.

Budda Baker - Washington 5’10 195 - (34th overall ranking)

Pros: A safety that can line up and play well all over the field. Played as a deep safety, an extra
linebacker and as slot cornerback. Speed helped him excel at each position. Attacks backs in the
running game and is typically in position to force the play back into the teeth of the defense. Makes
the sure tackle. Shadows slot receivers from his slot cornerback position. Smart and instinctive
player on tape.

Cons: Would be undersized as a hybrid linebacker or a box safety. Built more like a cornerback.
Does not deliver blows to running backs, looks to wrap up or drag the opponent to the ground. Will occasionally get fooled while in
the slot on play action. Has the speed to make up for his mistakes but will not be able to do that at the NFL level.
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Jabril Peppers - Michigan 5’11 215 - (41st overall ranking)

Pros: Versatile athlete who played linebacker, safety, slot corner and carried the ball as a running
back and wildcat quarterback. Returned punts as well. Has worked out for NFL teams as both a
linebacker and a safety. Drops easily in coverage and attacks receivers while playing as a nickel
linebacker. Takes away open space very quickly with his speed. Lined up and displayed man
coverage abilities as a corner in 2015. The Swiss Army Knife of the 2017 NFL Draft.

Cons: For his athletic ability, created just one turnover during his career at Michigan. That being a
single interception. Not a playmaker in terms of defensive numbers and production. The further away from the line he plays, the
less special his abilities become. Not big enough to play linebacker on a regular basis as interior lineman have a field day with him
once they get their hands on him. Will require a creative defensive coordinator to get the most out of his unique abilities.
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1. Cleveland Browns: Myles Garrett - DE

2. San Francisco 49ers: Solomon Thomas - DE

3. Chicago Bears: Jonathan Allen - DE

4. Jacksonville Jaguars: Leonard Fournette - RB

5. Tennessee Titans: OJ Howard - TE

6. New York Jets: Jamal Adams - S

7. Los Angeles Chargers: Malik Hooker - FS

8. Carolina Panthers: Marshon Lattimore - CB

9. Cincinnati Bengals: Derek Barnett - DE

10. Buffalo Bills: Reuben Foster - LB

11. New Orleans Saints: Haason Reddick - LB

12. Cleveland Browns: Mitchell Trubisky - QB

13. Arizona Cardinals: Takkarist McKinley - DE

14. Philadelphia Eagles: Mike Williams - WR

15. Indianapolis Colts: Forrest Lamp - G

16. Baltimore Ravens: Corey Davis - WR

17. Washington Redskins: Dalvin Cook - RB

18. Tennessee Titans: John Ross - WR

19. Tampa Bay Bucs: Taco Charlton - DE

20. Denver Broncos: Ryan Ramczyk - LT

21. Detriot Lions: Charles Harris - DE

22. Miami Dolphins: David Njoku - TE

23. New York Giants: Garrett Boles - LT

24. Oakland Raiders: Marlon Humphrey - CB

25. Houston Texans: Patrick Mahomes - QB

26. Seattle Seahawks: Tim Williams - OLB

27. Kansas City Chiefs: DeShone Kizer - QB

28. Dallas Cowboys: Fabian Moreau - CB

29. GB Packers: Christian McCaffrey - RB

30. Pittsburgh Steelers: Malik McDowell - DL

31. Atlanta Falcons: Carl Lawson - DE

32. New Orleans Saints: DeShaun Watson - QB
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